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CHEAP OIL IS THE SOLCHEAP OIL IS THE SOLCHEAP OIL IS THE SOLCHEAP OIL IS THE SOLUTION, NOT THE PROBLUTION, NOT THE PROBLUTION, NOT THE PROBLUTION, NOT THE PROBLEMEMEMEM    

Berenberg Macro Flash 

The collapse in oil prices is a game changer for the world economy. Like every major shift in relative wealth and 
relative prices, it is disruptive. Markets now seem to worry a lot about the temporary negative side effects. That 
makes little fundamental sense. For major oil consumers, that is for much of the world ranging from the US to 
Europe and Japan, from China to India and most of East Asia, cheap oil is the best possible news. It is the solution, 
not the problem. 
    
A 1.5% BOOST TO REAL GDPA 1.5% BOOST TO REAL GDPA 1.5% BOOST TO REAL GDPA 1.5% BOOST TO REAL GDP    
Lower energy costs leave consumers more money to spend on other things. If oil prices stay as low as they were 
yesterday, the extra real purchasing power and the reduced input costs for companies should provide a boost 
worth roughly 1.5% of GDP to demand in the US, the Eurozone and the UK over four to six quarters.  
 
Anybody who ever argued for giving the Eurozone or other Western economies a fiscal boost: this is it. Big, non-
inflationary and paid for by somebody else. Or, more precisely, it is the reversal of the big tax hike which oil pro-
ducers had levied on their customers in the wake of the rise of the Chinese energy guzzler. 
    
WHY WORRYWHY WORRYWHY WORRYWHY WORRY????    
So why are markets worrying? As always in life, there are winners and losers, there are time lags and there are 
risks of irrational behaviour. But none of that should offset the good news for long. 
 
Concentrated lossesConcentrated lossesConcentrated lossesConcentrated losses: The losses from cheaper oil are highly concentrated on oil producers, their lenders and 
those companies that have grown rich on selling them flashy cars, machines and luxury goods. The gains are 
distributed much more widely on all oil consumers around the world. The concentrated losses for the few can 
make more headlines than the bigger gains for the many. That can distort perceptions. For example, markets 
may, for a while, look more at the risks of bond defaults for some oil producers than at the fact that the windfall 
from low oil prices makes lowers default risks for almost everybody else. 
 
Time lagTime lagTime lagTime lag: Economic transitions take time. While many oil producers may have to curtail their imports dramati-
cally and fast, it will take time before oil consumers spend their windfall gain, in Europe more so than in the US. 
Some companies may struggle for a while before they have raised their sales to oil consumers by more than the 
fall in their sales to oil producers. 
 
Herd behaviourHerd behaviourHerd behaviourHerd behaviour: the rout in oil prices and the chance of Fed rate hikes in 2015 spells big trouble for some emerg-
ing markets. If investors in a knee-jerk reaction sell the entire asset class rather than just the really dodgy places 
such as Russia and Venezuela, the market turmoil may hit investor and business confidence across the world for 
a while. But such behaviour, being irrational, should not last long. Most emerging markets import oil. For them, 
cheap oil is great news. A lower bill for energy imports will make it easier for them to cope with higher Fed rates. 
        
THE POLITICS OF OILTHE POLITICS OF OILTHE POLITICS OF OILTHE POLITICS OF OIL    
Any massive redistribution of income can raise political tensions. But net/net, strengthening the US, Europe, 
Japan, China and India while weakening Russia, Iran, Saudi Arabia and Venezuela is likely to make the world a 
safer place in the end. And if Russian president Putin sticks to his erroneous belief that this is all a Western con-
spiracy to punish him for his theft of Crimea and his unprovoked war again Eastern Ukraine that may not be a 
disadvantage after all. Lower energy prices will make it easier for the West to support Ukraine and more difficult 
for Russia to subsidise occupied Crimea and its chaotic bandit fiefdoms in Eastern Ukraine and elsewhere.  
 
Of course, the risk that as a badly wounded and cornered bear, Russia may turn more aggressive in its increasing 
desperation is the key risk to global peace and to the European economic outlook which we have to watch next 
year. But on balance, the massive blow to Russia's economic capabilities should - over time - make it less likely 
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that Russia will wage another serious war. Nine months after annexing Crimea at gunpoint, Russia is paying a 
very steep price indeed for its blatant breach of the peace. Going forward, the threat of internal trouble in Russia 
may turn into an ever bigger concern. But that is a risk which, unlike that of Russia waging war on its neighbours, 
should only have a limited economic impact on the West....    
    
BEYOND THE SHORTBEYOND THE SHORTBEYOND THE SHORTBEYOND THE SHORT----TERMTERMTERMTERM    
Short-term, some of these issues may spook markets. If we are unlucky, market gyrations such as those seen in 
the last few days and headlines focussing more on the negative side effects rather than the much bigger benefits 
of affordable energy may even weigh on business confidence in countries such as Germany that are particularly 
sensitive to external shocks. In a worst case, that may delay the otherwise imminent rebound in German business 
investment by a quarter. But that is just a short-term irritant. Much more importantly, the increased purchasing 
power of consumers at home and abroad as well as the lower production costs will lift aggregate demand and 
business investment nicely over time. Behaving rationally, markets should soon be looking forward to that. 
 
AND WHAT ABOUT DEFLATION?AND WHAT ABOUT DEFLATION?AND WHAT ABOUT DEFLATION?AND WHAT ABOUT DEFLATION?    
But isn't cheap oil pushing the Eurozone into deflation? Yes, headline inflation will probably be deeply negative in 
early 2015 if oil prices stay low. And yes, negative headline inflation will feed into lower inflation expectations 
somewhat. But no, that won't be dangerous deflation. Not at all: 
- Consumers will not delay their purchase of a car or other consumer durables because of cheaper petrol. 
- For companies, the overall rise or fall in consumer prices is not the right yardstick. For them, the margin be-

tween their sales prices and their input costs matter. By giving consumers more spending power, cheaper 
petrol will mean more demand and, at the margin, slightly higher rather than lower prices for the value add-
ed in non-energy goods and services. Cheap oil does support and not squeeze margins in the non-energy 
economies. 

- If workers react to the gain in their real spending power by keeping nominal wage demands moderate, the 
gain in corporate margins and, after a lag, in investment and employment will be even more pronounced. 

- For debtors, the need to spend less on energy will make it easier to service debt.  
- For the ECB, the decline in headline inflation will help to sell major asset purchases including probably sover-

eign bonds to the German public in Q1. A less hesitant monetary policy could support economic confidence 
and help to contain the risks from a potential Greek accident or the impact of current market volatility on the 
real economy. 

 
All in all, cheaper oil prices are part of the solution, not the problem. 
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